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Introduction.
The classic text with which to begin a study of mission in Matthew's Gospel is
undoubtedly Matthew 28:16-20. At a symposium on 'The Mission of the Early Church
to Jews and Gentiles' held in April, 1998 in Norway, the papers presented on
Matthew's Gospel could be summarized under the heading 'the Gospel of Matthew
and the Great Commission', for the focus centered on the interpretation of these four
key verses.1 They are crucial to any theory about whether the evangelist revokes or
redirects the missional perspectives of Matthew 10, to any hypothesis about the
importance of mission in the Matthean agenda and any convictions about the
projected recipients of that mission – whether the mission is to be inclusive of both
Jews and Gentiles, or now directed to the Gentiles only. In missional as well as
chronological terms, they have a good claim to be the 'last word'.
Yet it is equally clear that the final verses of Matthew's Gospel cannot be interpreted
in isolation. It is the Gospel in its entirety that gives content and depth to the words of
the Risen Christ in Mt 28:18-20. Viewed against the broader canvas of the Gospel, the
disciples are not the only ones who have been 'sent': prophets in the past (11:13,
21:34-36) culminating in the work of John the Baptist (11:10), and 'prophets, sages
and scribes' still to come (23:34). Jesus is the One sent by God (10:40), and it is
finally the Human One who will send the angels (13:41, 24:31). The authority behind
all mission is ultimately God, and it is God who has given all authority to the Risen
Christ. So mission needs to be understood broadly as the way in which God seeks out
the lost.
It is not possible within the parameters of this paper to pursue all facets of this multidimensional theme. The scope of this paper is to bring Mt 28:16-20 into creative
dialogue with another Matthean text that is of great importance for understanding
mission in Matthew's Gospel, namely Mt. 24:1-31. This paper proposes that these
verses of the eschatological discourse offer a vital intra-textual horizon for the
interpretation of the 'great commission', and for an understanding of Matthew's
missional perspective as a whole.
The 'great commission' shares a number of important connections with this section of
Matthew's eschatological discourse (Mt. 24:1-31). First, both have as their focus the
'future' in relation to the chronology of the narrative. Both passages look beyond the
narrative time of the Gospel to an implied imminent future. Second, both give
prominence to imperatives that the Matthean community2 could read as directly
applicable to themselves and their context. The significance of these imperatives will
be evaluated below. Third, the setting of both 'revelations' invites the reader to
connect them. In both passages, the disciples come to Jesus on a mountain, and the
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evangelist emphasizes that they are alone with him. This is in contrast to the
mountain-top teaching of chapters 5-7, where a reference to the presence of the
crowds frames the narrative (5:1, 7:28-29).
More specifically, there are some close verbal connections between the two passages.
One of them is the phrase 'end of the age' in Mt. 28:20, which as both the final words
of the Risen Christ, and the conclusion of the Gospel explicitly recalls the question of
the disciples in Mt. 24:3 as to what the sign of Jesus' coming and the sunteleiva" tou'
aijw'no" will be. The nature of the answer which Matthew 24 gives to the disciples'
question forms the framework for understanding the concluding words of the Gospel.
This fourth connection between the passages will be discussed in more detail below.
The fifth significant connection between the passages is the reference in Mt. 28:19 to
pavvnta ta; e[qnh , who are to be the recipients of the disciples' mission. This recalls the
statement in Mt. 24:14, where the good news of the God's reign is to be preached as a
testimony to all the nations3 – pa'sin toi'" e[qnesin. The connection between the
mission to the nations and the end that is drawn by both passages will be the subject
of further discussion below.
A further connection between the passages lies in the parallel between the future
'power and great glory' of the Human One in Mt. 24:30 and 'all authority in heaven
and on earth' (Mt. 28:18) of the Risen Christ. Both passages allude to Daniel 7:13-14,
implicitly in Mt 284, and explicitly in Mt. 24:30. There is, however, a contrast implied
here as well; although the Risen Christ has already been given all authority, his
presence among the disciples in Matthew 28 does not yet constitute the parousiva of
Mt. 24:3, 27-31, as it is not yet apparent to all (w{sper ga;r hJ ajstraph; ejxevrcetai ajpo;
ajnatolw'n kai; faivnetai e{w" dusmw'n, ou{tw" e[stai hJ parousiva tou' uiJou' tou'
ajnqrwvpou:, Mt. 24:27).
These various striking connections between Mt. 28: 16-20 and Mt. 24:1-31 compel
the careful reader to interpret them in close dialogue with one another.
The 'Eschatological Discourse' as a window on the 'present' for Matthew.
One of the most significant difficulties in bringing these two texts into dialogue is in
identifying a chronological sequence in Matthew 24: 4-31. It is clear that the
commission of Mt. 28:19-20 pertains the present time for the Matthean community,
but it is by no means so clear where the present time begins and ends in Matthew 24.
In Eschatology in the Making: Mark, Matthew and the Didache, I have argued that the
progression of Mt. 24:4-31 is best understood as a 'two-sequence schema'5. By this I
mean that there are two parallel chronological sequences in these verses that span the
past, present and future for the Matthean community, from different perspectives. The
first sequence begins at verse 6, and encompasses the immediate past of the Matthean
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community, the period shaped by the Jewish War. This corresponds to the opening of
the second sequence, beginning at verse 15, describing the necessity of flight during
the Jewish War.
The present for the Matthean community is characterized by suffering, qli'yi", and
the second section of each sequence opens with a reference to this (verses 9, and 21).
In both sequences, prominence is given to false prophets leading many – even the
elect – astray. In the first sequence this is addressed in v.11, and in the second it is the
issue addressed by verses 23-28. The opening verses of the passage, vv. 4-5, form a
prelude to the two chronological sequences. They also refer to false christs who lead
many astray, and set the scene for the present experience of the Matthean community.
Each sequence ends with a description of the future – the End – from different
perspectives. In the first sequence this is verses 13-14, and in the second, verses 2931. The description of the first sequence depicts the completion of the mission to the
nations and the gathering-in of those who have remained faithful. It answers the first
part of the disciples' question in v. 3 – when will this be? – with the statement 'then
the end will come', verse 14. The second sequence depicts the cosmic signs that are to
accompany the end, as well as the gathering-in of the elect, and answers the second
part of the disciples' question – what will be the sign of your coming and of the end of
the age? – with the 'sign of the Human One/Son of Man', verse 30.
There is not scope with the parameters of this paper to rehearse the details or nuances
of the argument. The hypothesis of two chronological sequences has received
affirmation by Luz in the third volume of his commentary6, and I maintain the claim
that a two-sequence model best explains the Matthean redaction of the eschatological
discourse.
One implication of the two-sequence schema for our current discussion is that the
present experience of the Matthean community is particularly apparent in certain
sections of Mt. 24:1-31, namely 4-5, 9-11 and 21-28. False prophets, who are
successfully misleading many, are present experience for Matthew. Suffering, with
hatred by pavntwn tw'n ejqnw'n on the one hand, and hatred within the community
networks on the other are also present experience. Even allowing for the more stylized
language of apocalyptic thought expressed in this discourse, this paints a darker and
more vulnerable picture of the Matthean community's experience than our reading of
the Gospel as a whole would normally reconstruct. In particular, our reading of the
conclusion of the Gospel – the 'great commission' – would normally lead us to
envisage a community that had the resources and freedom for at least some of them to
'go, make disciples, baptize, teach' and practice the commandments as they
understood them, interpreted as the halakah of Jesus. Does the apparently positive,
even optimistic, tone of Mt. 28:16-20 negate the connection between it and the
eschatological discourse that I have proposed?
Hearing Mt. 28:12-20 against the background of Mt. 24: 4-5, 9-11 and 21-28.
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In their discussion of Mt. 28:16-20, Davies and Allison mention the great significance
of these verses to William Carey and the nineteenth century Protestant missionary
movement.7 As Western interpreters, many of us find ourselves heirs to the optimistic,
expansionist, colonial frames of reference that embraced this text as the rallying call
for converting the heathen. Post-colonial readings of it are beginning to appear, which
help us to observe our own reading strategies8, and they may alert us to the fact that
even in this Gospel's very confident and inspiring conclusion, there are glimpses, for
those who have eyes to see them, of the darker, more vulnerable side of the Matthean
community's experience.
The first and most obvious aspect of the passage that causes the reader to glimpse the
vulnerability of the disciples, and through them the vulnerability of the Matthean
community, is the reference to doubt in verse 17: kai; ijdovnte" aujto;n prosekuvnhsan,
oiJ de; ejdivstasan. Whether it is some or all of the disciples who doubt, it is striking
that Matthew allows that among disciples who both see the Risen Christ and worship
him, doubt can be present, and is not explicitly overcome. Many scholars note that it
is not clear why Matthew refers to this doubting or hesitation.9 Hagner proposes that
'Matthew wanted members of his community to apply the truth to themselves', and
cites various scholars who argue for it as a plausible psychological experience.10 But
perhaps, rather than beginning with a psychological explanation, we might see it as an
acknowledgement of the experience of the Matthean community as we meet it in Mt.
24, where the issue of false christs and false prophets would lead even faithful leaders
to hesitate. An acknowledgement of the danger of being led astray implicitly
undergirds even the resurrection encounter and commissioning of the disciples.
Second, Jesus' reassuring words in v. 20 – kai; ijdou; ejgw; meqÆ uJmw'n eijmi pavsa" ta;"
hJmevra" – have another and more vulnerable side to them. They recall the experience
of both Moses and Ezekiel in the Scriptures who shrink from their prophetic office, as
well as Jeremiah's objection that he is too young11; each requires the reassurance of
God's presence to perform what is required of them. It is likely that Matthew's
community would have recognised the scriptural parallels and the implication in the
assurance of Christ's ongoing presence that their community was similarly
vulnerable.12
Third, it is quite explicitly Jesus' authority in heaven and earth that will enable Jesus'
followers to make disciples, not the authority or power of the followers themselves.
By contrast with Mt. 16:18-19, where the authority of Peter is emphasized, here there
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is a distinct absence of imputed power. The authority to go and make disciples,
baptizing them and teaching them is and remains the authority of the Risen Christ, not
of his followers. All authority has been given to Christ. The disciples are to pursue
their mission knowing that everything they do is not in their own power and authority.
This too implies a recognition of the fact that the authority of the disciples is always
contingent, and that they may need to perform their tasks in vulnerability and
suffering.
Fourth, the immediate context of Mt. 28:16-20 does not allow the motif of
vulnerability and conflict to be far from the mind of the readers. The conspiring of the
chief priests and elders to reinterpret the news of the open and empty tomb forms the
backdrop to the 'great commission'. Matthew's depiction of the leaders orchestrating a
'cover-up', the complicity of the guards who willingly receive their bribe, and the
passivity of the governor depicted in 28:14, do not allow the reader to assume that the
context of the mission to which the disciples are about to be called is anything other
than fraught and difficult.
In these ways, there is an undercurrent of adversity and vulnerability in Mt 28:16-20
that is in continuity with the depiction of the Matthean community's present
experience found in Mt 24. Any grand and even triumphalistic ways of reading Mt
28:16-20 may reflect more about our own reading location than about that of the
Matthean community. There is no necessary contradiction between the present
experience of the Matthean community as depicted in Mt. 28:12-20 and Mt. 24: 4-5,
9-11 and 21-28; both passages allow us to see something of the internal and external
pressures facing them.
There is a second important implication of the two-sequence schema discussed above
for our examination of mission in Matthew's Gospel. This relates to the way in which
both sequences in Mt. 24 give prominence to the mission to the nations as an
eschatological imperative, and how the conclusion of the mission to the nations is
linked with the end of the age.
The mission to the nations as an eschatological imperative, and its links with the
end of the age.
We have already observed the close verbal links between Mt 28:16-20 and Mt. 24 in
the phrases pavvnta ta; e[qnh/pa'sin toi'" e[qnesin and sunteleiva" tou' aijw'no". It will be
useful to give some further attention to where the references to the nations come in the
two sequences in Mt. 24, and whether this sheds some further light on Matthew's
concept of mission. What role does this mission play in Matthew's eschatological
'program', and in what way could it be linked to the end of the age?
The two-sequence schema postulates that each sequence falls into three sections – the
immediate past for the Matthean community, including the Jewish War (Section A),
their present experience, characterized by suffering, false leaders and community
pressure (Section B), and the future, pertaining to the End (Section C). Hatred by
pavntwn tw'n ejqnw'n dia; to; o[nomav mou , v. 9b, is part of Section B, the present
experience of the Matthean community, which suggests that at least some of the
Matthean community is deliberately engaging in contact with the nations, and at
considerable cost (9a: tovte paradwvsousin uJma'" eij" qli'yin kai; ajpoktenou'sin
uJma'"). This might suggest that the Gentile mission was no new venture for the

Matthean community. Yet the prominence given to the Gentile mission, not only by
the 'great commission', revoking as it does the missional restrictions of Mt. 10:5-6, but
by many other aspects of the Gospel13, gives a strong impression that in some way,
the Gentile mission was controversial. Before seeking to offer some reflections on
this, we need to review the remaining references to the nations in Mt 24.
The other references to the nations fall within Section C of both sequences. V. 14
concludes the first sequence, and draws a close connection between the testimony to
all the nations and the End: kai; khrucqhvsetai tou'to to; eujaggevlion th'" basileiva"
ejn o{lh/ th'/ oijkoumevnh/ eij" martuvrion pa'sin toi'" e[qnesin, kai; tovte h{xei to; tevlo". It
is almost as though the proclamation to all the nations is not simply a precursor to the
End, but an eschatological imperative integral to Matthew's Enderwartung.
Section C of the second sequence also refers to the nations in relation to the End,
although in v. 30 they are referred to as pa'sai aiJ fulai; th'" gh'".14 This verse states
that they will mourn at the appearance of the sign of the Human One/Son of Man, and
witness his coming on the clouds of heaven with great power and glory. The
mourning and the witnessing reflect well-known early Christian testimonia, drawn
from Zech. 12:10-14 and Dan. 7:13-14.15 Clearly the tribes of the earth are not
incidental to the eschatological 'program' envisaged here, but an integral part.
I have suggested that the mission to the nations is envisaged in these two sequences of
Mt. 24 not just as a pragmatic reality of the community's present experience, but as an
eschatological imperative that is integral to the (presumably imminent16) coming of
the End. If this is accepted, it means that the commission of Mt. 28:16-20, mutatis
mutandis, can also be understood as an eschatological imperative, pending the end of
the age. As such, the task of making disciples, baptizing them and teaching them to
obey all that Jesus has commanded would be an aspect of God's mission, not the sum
total of it – a subset of God's wider mission, in which the disciples are called and
enabled to participate. It is a continuation of the eschatological harvest set out in Mt.
9:35-38, and begun in the mission discourse of chapter 10.17
I stated above that the Gentile mission appears to have been controversial in some
way within the network of Matthean communities, although it was at least in some
quarters a present reality. It is possible that its inclusion as an eschatological
imperative – a necessary precursor to the End – was a development in Matthean
theology/eschatology that not all the community accepted. Neither Zech. 12:10-14 nor
Dan. 7:13-14, the early Christian testimonia mentioned above, required a Gentile
mission. Zech. 12:10-14 explicitly states that it is the house of David and the
inhabitants of Jerusalem who will mourn, and in verse 12-14 it is the house/tribe of
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David, Nathan, Levi and the Shimeites that are grieving. In Dan. 7: 13-14, all peoples,
nations and languages are given to the Human One/Son of Man as part of his
dominion, glory and kingship, but this can be readily interpreted as subservient
peoples, the spoils of victory. Dan. 7: 13-14 does not of itself require a Gentile
mission.
A text that does seem to invite a theology of Gentile mission is Isaiah 42:1-4, which
Matthew quotes at length in Mt. 12:18-21:
12ò18Ì ÆIdou; oJ pai'" mou o}n hJ/revtisa
oJ ajgaphtov" mou eij" o}n eujdovkhsen hJ yuchv mou:
qhvsw to; pneu'mav mou ejpÆ aujtovn,
kai; krivsin toi'" e[qnesin ajpaggelei'.
‹12ò19Ì oujk ejrivsei oujde; kraugavsei,
oujde; ajkouvsei ti" ejn tai'" plateivai" th;n fwnh;n aujtou'.
‹12ò20Ì kavlamon suntetrimmevnon ouj kateavxei
kai; livnon tufovmenon ouj sbevsei,
e{w" a]n ejkbavlh/ eij" ni'ko" th;n krivsin.
‹12ò21Ì
kai; tw'/ ojnovmati aujtou' e[qnh ejlpiou'sin.
In v.18d, we can translate the phrase as either 'he will proclaim justice to the nations'
(or 'Gentiles'), or 'he will proclaim judgment to the nations (or 'Gentiles'). The former
would give prominence to the mission of the disciples in the post-Easter period,
whereas the latter foreshadows Jesus as the judge of all nations and peoples (Mt.
25:31-46). Perhaps it is not necessary to resolve this in one direction or the other; both
meanings resonate for the Matthean readership. A similar ambiguity accompanies the
reference to krivsi" in v.20c, but if one were inclined to downplay the necessity of a
Gentile mission on the basis of these verses, v.21 hardly allows this; 'in his name the
nations/Gentiles will hope'. The fate of the Gentiles is shown to be integral to God's
purposes, faithfully carried out through God's servant. By drawing on Isaiah and other
scriptures, Matthew emphasizes that this is part of Israelite tradition. His emphasis on
the Gentiles is Matthew's way of bringing this aspect of Israelite tradition into stark
relief.
The programmatic nature of this quotation, the longest in Matthew's Gospel, gives it
the prominence of a 'mission statement'. It distills the nature of Jesus' ministry – not
only his compassion and his unobtrusive approach, but also his ultimate
eschatological victory of bringing ni'ko" th;n krivsin. If there were controversy about
the necessity of a Gentile mission, this text gives a strong affirmation of it as being in
keeping with God's purposes, foreshadowed in Isaiah's servant song, and enacted in
the person of Jesus.18
This may shed some light on the current debate as to whether the mission to the
nations envisaged in Mt. 28:16-20 is inclusive of an ongoing mission to the Jews, or
has now reached a stage in which they are no longer to be the recipients of a concerted
18
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mission. Hans Kvalbein and Peter Stuhlmacher have become the proponents of the
former position19, and have made Ulrich Luz the main spokesperson for the latter,
though he is not at ease with their portrayal of his position.20 Luz' own viewpoint,
stated baldly, is that Matthew does not exclude a continuation of the mission to Israel,
but is not particularly hopeful as to its prospects.21 The contribution that this paper
makes to the discussion is to see the Gentile mission as one aspect of the broader
mission of God. Matthew understands it as an eschatological imperative, in keeping
with Jewish messianic hopes, particularly as they are articulated in Deutero-Isaiah,
and Isa. 42: 1-4 in particular. Any Jew who is open to embracing this vision of God's
reign is implicitly included in the mission, for the eschatological program includes
both Jews and Gentiles.
I have been referring to an eschatological 'program' implicit in Matthew's portrayal of
mission, not only in the obvious missional texts of Mt. 10, Mt. 28:16-20 and Mt. 12:
18-21, but also in the eschatological discourse of Mt. 24:1-31. I will now turn to the
two sequences in Mt. 24, and examine them for the light they may shed on the
Matthean expectations of the end times.
An eschatological program of the end times?
In v. 7, wars, famines and earthquakes form the backdrop to the immediate past of the
community. It is not portrayed as their direct experience; rather, the community will
hear of these things (v.6). They are designated as the beginning of the birth pangs, and
are therefore the opening of the eschatological program. In the parallel sequence, the
experience of those in Judea during the Jewish War is the counterpart to this; it is not
the end, but belongs to the birth pangs that accompany the last days.22 In this way,
Matthew at once incorporates the Jewish War and destruction of the Temple into his
eschatological program, while denying that it is the sign of the End.
From the viewpoint of his eschatological program, the present is viewed as a time of
great suffering (vv. 9, 21-22), that has already been shortened according to God's
divine mercy (v. 22). The combination of the aorist passive ejkolobwvqhsan followed
by the future passive kolobwqhvsontai gives the sense that a divine program that
curtails their suffering has already been decreed, but their experience of this
shortening is not yet present reality. The activity of false christs and false prophets is
viewed as part of the eschatological program; the community must endure while it
waits to greet the coming of the true Christ. In keeping with Dan. 7, the true Human
One/Son of Man will be apparent to all, the faithful and detractors alike (Mt. 24:27-8).
The final part of the eschatological program is to follow immediately and suddenly –
eujqevw" de; meta; th;n qli'yin tw'n hJmerw'n ejkeivnwn. Cosmic disorder is to herald the
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coming of the Human One/Son of Man23, all peoples will witness his vindication, and
his angels will gather in the elect from the four winds.24 In vv.13-14, the end of the
first sequence and the first depiction of the End, there are two future passive verbs:
swqhvsetai and khrucqhvsetai. In a similar way, at the end of the second sequence,
vv.29-30, there are three more future passives: skotisqhvsetai, saleuqhvsontai and
fanhvsetai. This preponderance of future passives invites the reader to see them as
divine passives and understand God as the subject of these actions. The only future
passive where this might be controversial is khrucqhvsetai, but even here, the context
suggests that God may be the subject, and the human preachers who carry out the
action may be the instruments. The fact that these divine passives are prominent at the
end of each sequence (and also in v.22, which refers to the shortening of the days)
suggests that Matthew and his fellow scribes think in apocalyptic terms of an
eschatological program in which God has foreordained certain stages.25 There are
other future passives in the chapter, vv.7, 10, 11, 12 & 24; they are less obviously
God's action, yet the form of the verbs does not allow us to assume too readily that the
early hearers or readers of these traditions would have discounted a divine imperative
behind these actions. Either way, the striking number of passive verbs in the two
sequences of Mt. 24 gives the sense that the eschatological program being laid out is
God's mission, and that human actions are subject to this mission, working either with
God, or against God. Similarly the phrase dei' ga;r genevsqai, v. 6, strengthens this
impression. The final verse of the second sequence, v. 31, shifts to active verbs:
ajpostelei, ejpisunavxousin. Once the Human One/Son of Man has been publicly
vindicated, his action in sending the angels and their action of gathering in the elect
are clearly identified.
Certain actions are required of those who participate in God's mission. According to
Mt. 28:16-20, it is primarily to 'make disciples'.26 In Mt. 24:1-31 it is watchfulness
and discernment, so as not to be led astray, and ultimately endurance: oJ de; uJpomeivna"
eij" tevlo" ou|to" swqhvsetai (Mt. 24:13). Against the broader backdrop of the Gospel,
it is continuing to preach the central proclamation of both John the Baptist and Jesus:
metanoei'te: h[ggiken ga;r hJ basileiva tw'n oujranw'n (Mt. 3:2, 4:17). For the Matthean
community network, it is also the judicious administration of the 'secrets of the reign
of heaven' (Mt. 13:11).27 There are various facets to mission in this Gospel, and they
don't allow us to reconstruct too narrow a concept of mission for the Matthean
community. Endurance was as much core business as teaching and preaching.
Conclusion.
The links between Mt. 28:16-20 and Mt. 24:1-31 have been illuminating. By
discerning the structure of Mt. 24, namely two parallel chronological sequences, and
by noting the passages that portray the present for Matthew's community, both Mt.
I understand to; shmei'on tou' uiJou' tou' ajnqrwvpou as the triumphal parousia of Christ, not as an
additional sign or emblem, such as the cross. The reference to a sign picks up the language of the
disciples' question tiv to; shmei'on th'" sh'" parousiva" kai; sunteleiva" tou' aijw'no"É
24
This may also reflect an eschatological reading of a further text of Deutero-Isaiah, namely Isa. 43:59, which refers to the gathering in of those who are called by God's name from the east, west, north and
south and the vindication of God's salvation before all the nations.
25
This is consonant with D. Orton's argument in The Understanding Scribe: Matthew and the
Apocalyptic Ideal JSNT Supp.Series 25 (Sheffield: Sheffield University Press, 1989), esp. 161-63.
26
I consider the participles in vv.19-20, poreuqevnte", baptivzonte", baptivzonte", to be subordinate to
the finite verb maqhteuvsate.
27
For a discussion of this, see Eschatology in the Making: Mark, Matthew and the Didache, 143-145.
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24:1-31 and Mt. 28:16-20 allow us to glimpse aspects of the present reality for the
Matthean community. Both are concerned with the mission to the nations and the
close of the age. I have argued, with reference to Deutero-Isaiah, that this mission was
viewed as an eschatological imperative that must precede the End. I have also
proposed that this view was controversial within the Matthean community network,
and that the emphasis on the Gentiles in the Gospel is Matthew's way of bringing this
aspect of Israelite tradition into stark relief. An eschatological program is discernable
in Mt. 24, and it invites us to understand 'the great commission' as part of that
program. In conclusion, mission in Matthew's Gospel is not limited to the obvious
missional texts – Mt. 28:16-20 and Mt. 10, but it is ultimately God's mission carried
out through faithful servants in the past, present and future, and most significantly,
through God's anointed One, to whom all authority has been given.

